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MOVING PICTURE FILM
IS TAKEN OF COLLEGE
Scenes Depicting Life at
Kenyon Staged Be
fore Camera
MR. W. L. CUMMINGS, '02
Is Donor of Novel One
Reel Feature
Through the kindness and fore-
sight of a Kenyon alumnus, Wilbur
L. Cummings, '02, of New York
City, over a thousand feet of mov-
ing picture film were recently ex-
posed to representative views of
college life. The photography took
place on January 16 and 17 by a
camera man and director from Co-
lumbus.
The film, which is the same
length as a one-re- el movie, will be
shown before a Kenyon alumni
banquet in New York City on Feb-
ruary 4. It will have the double
purpose of supplying the "old
grads" with an idea of what is go-
ing on at Kenyon today, and of
giving the College some splendid
publicity in distant parts of the
country.
A few feet of film were given
over to views in the President's
suite, the administrative, Regis-
trar's, and Alumni Secretary's of-
fices. Later views were taken in
Dr. Peirce's, Dr. Allen's and Prof.
West's classrooms during the pro-
gress of a class meeting.
Scenes in the various division
parlors, studies, and typical campus
life were later taken. These in
cluded a study period, the delivery
of a "bakery" order, bridge games
in the parlors, and views in the
science laboratories.
Inclement weather prevented out-
door "shots," so that campus
scenes and several Chapel pictures
had to be postponed until a later
day. Failure of the lighting sys-
tem also prevented any pictures of
the Student Assembly being taken
as well as delaying several other
views.
The enthusiasm with which the
entire program was entered into
was pronounced. Undergraduates
and faculty alike aided in making
the difficult job of collecting the
necessary participants and materi-
als a comparitively easy one.
Thanks to the co-operat- ion of Pres-
ident Peirce, Dr. Lord, who manag-
ed the affair, and in fact the entire
college community, most of the
"shots" were taken as scheduled.
Present plans call for the delivery
of the one-reel- er to New York,
where it will be used by the alumni.
Later in the year, however, stu-
dents and faculty alike may look
forward to viewing "Kenyon College
Life In January," as it has been
titled by President Peirce, either on
the Hill or In some Mt. Vernon
hi Jttr
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PEIRCE HALL IS
ENCLOSED AT LAST
Working Conditions Now
Make Progress Faster
Peirce Hall, the New Commons
building, is rapidly assuming its
completed form as far as the exter
ior is concerned. Cold and generally
inclement weather has retarded con
struction work somewhat during the
last few weeks, but a steady growth
is being maintained.
The roof for the south end of the
building is now completed, and has
been completely slated for some
time. The slate used is a handsome
two-ton- e effect, the beauty of which
will be greatly enhanced when the
roof has weathered a few years. The
roof over the main dining hall is in
place, the tar paper is laid, and only
the slate remains to be put into
place. The roof over the north end
of the building is completed to the
same extent as that over the main
hall.
The metal window sashes for the
kitchen-pantr- y end and for the
north end have been completely in-
stalled. The stained glass windows
for the dining hall and for the Phi-
lander Chase Memorial Tower will
not be ready for installation for
some months; in the meanwhile,
then, these openings are closed with
frames covered with heavy building
paper.
One very interesting part of the
most recent work was the construc
tion of the large stone chimneys at
the very north end of the building
at the south end of the dining hall,
and at the south end of the kitchen.
In the coldest weather, the men had
to keep their precarious hold high in
the air, catching ready-c- ut pieces of
(Continued on Page Three)
INITIATIONS TO BE
HELD ON FEBRUARY 9
FRATERNITIES HOPE TO
TAKE IN FIFTY-FIV- E MEN
On Saturday, Februarry 9, the
annual ceremonies attending the
initiations of the various fraterni-
ties on the Hill will take place.
While no accurate number is, of
course, available, it can be estimat-
ed that about fifty-fiv- e freshmen
will become fraternity men on that
night.
This is always the time of year
when the freshmen's most vivid
mental pictures of "college life" are
materialized. For some years past
they have doubtlessly pored over
books which are concerned with
that peculiar and typical phase of
college that Is known as "initiation
time." For the same number of
years they have probably looked
forward to the time when they
would make idiots of themselves in
order to stand among the elect.
Now that this time has at last
come, they are tingling with a mix-
ed feeling of awe, worry, and, to a
lesser degree, pleasure.
It is also the time when sopho-(Continu- ed
on Page Three)
NEW YORK ALUMNI
HOLD BANQUET SOON
ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM
IS PLANNED
The Kenyon Alumni Association
of the East, as has been previously
announced, will hold its annual
banquet and meeting at the Univer-
sity Club, New York City, on the
evening of Monday, February 4.
The program of this occasion, as
it has been planned, offers a most
interesting and pleasant evening for
those in attendance. In the first
place, the one-re- el "movie" which
was taken of the college about the
middle of January will be shown at
the New York alumni meeting for
the first time.
Dr. Peirce is expected to be in
New York for the meeting, and he
will make an address at that time.
The model of the new commons.
Peirce Hall, will be shipped from
the president's suite, where it now
stands, and will be on display to
all the alumni at their banquet.
Besides all this there is important
business to be transacted at this
time by the association. It Is ur-
gently hoped that all members of
the Association of the East who can
possibly do so will attend the meet-
ing at the University Club on the
fourth of February.
RACHMANINOFF PLAYS
IN COLUMBUS
The Joseph O'Leary Concert series
presented Sergei Vasselevitch Rach-
maninoff to the people of Columbus
and its vicinity at the Memorial
Hall, Columbus, on Tuesday even-
ing, January 15. Somewhat over a
half dozen men from the college at-
tended the concert.
Rachmaninoff played the piano
exquisitely, with his usual flawless
technique. The selections were, it
seemed, rather less well-kno- wn than
might have been hoped (consider-
ing the reputation Columbus audi-
ences have regarding fine music).
He played selections from Motzart,
Scarlatti, Schuman, Chopin, Rach
maninoff, and his own arrangement
of Kreisler's "Liebesfreud." This last
number seemed to be the best known
of all, judging from the applause it
received. At the end, Rachmaninoff
was compelled by the undlminishing
applause to give three encores, the
last one of which was his own fa-
mous "Prelude in C Minor."
The audience was large, if it was
not particularly appreciative. The
Memorial Hall was filled to its ut-
most capacity.
The Collegian regrets that it is
unable to print President Peirce's
usual column this month. Dr.
Peirce spent several days in the
east recently and only had part
of a day in Gambier before he
was obliged to go away again. It
was impossible, consequently, for
him to favor us with a contribu- -'
ion to this issue of the Collegian.
V
SENIORS TO TAKE
SERIES OF TESTS
Carnegie Foundation Is
Supplying Material
On Monday and Tuesday, Febru-
ary 11 and 12, the senior class will
take the general information tests
furnished and sponsored by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching. These tests
total twelve hours in length and will
be given in four three hour sections.
They consist of thirty-si-x hundred
questions, dealing with every de-
partment of knowledge. Many of the
questions will probably have been
covered in classroom work during
the course of each senior's four
years at college. A still greater num-
ber, however, probably will not have
come up in any course offered in
the curriculum. They will concern
matters of outside reading, casual
observation, and general Informa
tion.
The whole purpose of this exam
ination is to find out just how many
men have got an education from
their four years at college, and how
many have received passing grades
in the stipulated number of courses
and nothing more. The results will
not only be helpful and interesting
to the Carnegie Foundation in its
research work on the subject, but
also they certainly ought to be both
interesting and instructive to the
members of the graduating class
themselves.
The questions are divided into
groups in this series of tests. Each
group covers one general subject.
The first few questions in each group
are elementary, and become more
difficult by degrees, until finally the
(Continued on Page Three)
INTRAMURAL BRIDGE
CLASSIC INSTITUTED
Faculty Is Also Planning a Tourna-
ment
Thunder and death, agony and
despair, the cannon's red glare,
threaten the Hill once more, for an
intra-mur- al bridge tournament is
impending. The eight divisions In
College, having met on numerous oc-
casions in an athletic or semi-athlet- ic
way, are now fated to meet in
what has been erroneously called a
social pastime. Under the direction
of the Department of Athletics, a
War of the Bridge Players is sweep-
ing down upon us. Already one can
almost hear the wails of the poor
chaps playing five hearts, doubled,
being wafted down on an electric
atmosphere. Soon will come the aw-
ful massacre of partners' trumped
aces and kings, and let us hope, too,
the firing squad for the traitor who
left his accomplice in a doubled one
no-trum- p.
If present plans materialize, the
tournament will be contested by
eight men from each division play
ing for the championship of the
College. While details are still lack-
ing, it has been suggested by sever
al authorities that ten thousand
(Continued on Page Seven)
NO. 4
DR. BERNARD FAY
VISITS GAMBIER
Delivers Two Addresses
On Larwill Foundation
PRESIDENT PEIRCE
Brings Lecturer Here and
Renews Wartime
Acquaintance
The college was honored on Jan-
uary 6 and 7 with a visit by Profes-
sor Bernard Fay, of the University
of Clermont, Paris. Dr. Fay came to
Gambier during the course of a
rather extensive lecture tour to de-
liver the second lecture of the cur-
rent year on the Larwill Foundation.
It was solely through the influence
of President Peirce that Dr. Fay was
persuaded to come to Gambier. Dur-
ing the war, Dr. Peirce was engaged
in Y. M. C. A. work immediately
back of the fighting line. In this
work Professor Fay was his immedi-
ate superior officer. A fast friend-
ship grew up between the two men
which has not been allowed to lapse
in the decade that has followed, and
which is the direct reason for Dr.
Fay's visit with Dr. and Mrs. Peirce
in Gambier and his willingness to
deliver a lecture to the college.
Dr. Fay is at present writing a bi-
ography in French of Benjamin
Franklin. In his extensive research
work on the subject he has accumu-
lated a great deal of interesting and
original data on the life of that re-
markable man. Since he is right in
the middle of his task he is most en-
thusiastic on the subject of Mr.
Franklin's life, and especially that
part of it which was spent in Paris.
In consequence of all this, it was not
very difficult for Dr. Peirce to pre-
vail on Professor Fay to precede his
scheduled evening lecture in Philo
Hall by another talk the Impromp-
tu address to be on the subject which
is at present engrossing his at-
tention.
. And so, on the afternoon of Mon-
day, January 7, Dr. Fay gave a lec-
ture in Philo Hall, announcing as his
subject, "Benjamin Franklin in Par-
is." He told the story of Franklin's
stay at Passy as the emissary of the
Continental Congress in a clear and
entertaining manner, and then set
out to describe the difficulties which
Franklin was obliged to overcome in
order to gain and maintain the al-
liance of France for the revolting
colonies in America.
Everything that Doctor Fay said
reflected the thorough and pains-
taking manner with which he is
examining all available material
dealing with his subject. He com-
bined a very thorough sketch of
Franklin's activities, problems, and
manners in Paris with a running
fire of superficial anecdotes and side
remarks that was most diverting.
That same evening Professor Fay
delivered his scheduled address in
Philo Hall. His subject this time
was a comparison of contemporary
French and American literature. He
(Continued on Page Three)
Fare Two
ALUMNI
WUllam Tappan, '85, is now re-
siding at 117 W. Lauvale St., Falls
Station, Baltimore, Maryland.
The engagement of Miss Janet
Lamphear of Jamestown, New York,
to Mr. Thomas P. Jenkins, '28, was
recently announced. Mr. Jenkins is
at present an instructor at Howe
Military School, Howe, Indiana.
The marriage of Miss Louise
Brown to Mr. John Clark Ruther-
ford, ex-'2- 8, "took place on the eve-
ning of December 28, at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, Akron, Ohio. Mr.
Robert M. Thomas, '27, was the best
man.
MORE K. M. A. MEN JOIN
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
In accordance with the resolution
taken by the General Alumni As-
sociation of Kenyon College last-Jun- e
to admit to membership all
students of the Kenyon Military
School, the following names have
been added to those that have ap-
peared in former issues of the Col-
legian:
Albert H. Bates.
Sinclair Berden, The Berdon Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
A. W. Coldeway, 613 No. Hillcrest
Road, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Vance L. Horn, R. F. D. No. 3,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
R. E. Kinnear, Leibold-Farre- ll
Building Co., Fred A. Schmidt Co.
Bldg., Government Square, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.
Lyne S. Smith, 441 West 7th
Street, Erie, Penna.
Morton E. Thierwechter, 1330
Harvard Blvd., Toledo, Ohio.
COLLEGE PUBLISHES
NEW CATALOGUE
In a new, well-edite- d, and much
improved College catalogue for 1928-2- 9,
students, friends, and alumni
will note several important changes.
They are all for the better. The
most notable concerns an announce-
ment of a new "club plan" for all
Commons fees, a detailed account of
which will appear in the next issue
of the Collegian.
Under the direction of Dr. Lord, a
new and greatly simplified system of
course numbering has been intro-
duced. The new method numbers all
freshman courses from 1 to 10, all
Sophomore courses from 11 to 30,
and all upper-classm- en courses
from 31 to 55. Odd numerals indi-
cate the first semester, even nu-
merals the second semester, as for-
merly. Undergraduates would do
well to procure a copy of this new
catalogue before signing for cour-
ses.
The catalogue also contains a re-
sume of the new system of physical
education, recently worked out by
Director Kutler. In the future, phy-
sical education and 'intra-mur- al ath-
letics will be stressed at Kenyon. In
the former field, gymnastics, ath-
letics, and games will prevail, while
intra-mur- al sports will include bas-
ketball, baseball, football, track,
cross-countr- y, tennis, golf, soccer,
volley ball, boxing, and wrestling.
In addition, the following sports
will be taken up by the College in
collegiate competition: football,
basketball, baseball, track and field
athletics, cross-countr- y, tennis, and
golf.
MOVIE SCENARIO
WRITTEN BY ALUMNUS
The moving picture, "Glorious
Betsy," showed in Mt. Vernon at
the Memorial Theatre early in De-
cember. In one of its first per-
formances it was noticed by the
alumni secretary, Dr. Timberlake,
that the author of the film play
was a certain B. W. Coldewey. Dr.
Timberlake recognized the name,
and, on consulting his files, found
that the scenario writer was none
other than Bernard W. Coldewey,
Kenyon, '20.
The film, "Glorious Betsy," dealt
with the romance between Jerome
Bonaparte, the younger brother of
Napoleon, and the belle of Balti-
more. It was quite accurate his-
torically except that Coldewey had
to throw a sop to the movie public
and tack on a happy ending. Ac-
tually the separation of the young
couple by the emperor was made
permanent, and the young bride
returned to this country and died
of a broken heart.
Mr. Coldewey is living at pres-
ent in Beverly Hills, California, al-
though the most recent alumni ad-
dress book gives his address as
Venice, California.
TUFTS OFFERS ATTRACTIVE
SCHOLARSHIPS
Tufts College has recently an-
nounced two Graduate Teaching
Fellowships in the department of
English leading to the degree of
M. A. Each Fellowship carries an
annual stipend of One Thousand
Dollars and free tuition, and is of-
fered to holders of B. A. or B. S
degrees. They are open to all stu-- i
dents who have evidenced superior
ability in the field of English and
who are preparing to teach or to
do further graduate work. The fel-
lows must divide their time between
teaching and doing research work
in the Department of English.
The college was founded in 1852,
and includes in addition to the
School of Liberal Arts, the Jackson
College for Women, Engineering,
Theological, Medical, Dental and
Graduate Schools. The instruction
is non-sectari- an.
Its location is admirable for
graduate Vork. It is situated in
the greater metropolitan area of
Boston, and about five miles from
Boston Common. Consequently it
is very near the libraries, theaters,
museums, and other cultural ad-
vantages of Boston.
Advanced courses are offered in
English composition, English liter-
ature, and linguistics. A graduate
seminar is also provided in order
that the fellow may pursue special
subjects.
Applications should be made be-
fore March 1, 1929, to Professor
Charles Gott, Head of the Depart-
ment of English, Tufts College,
Mass.
EXAMINATION SCHEDULUE
Final examinations for the first
semester 1928-192- 9 will be held in
Rosse Hall the week beginning
Monday, January 28. The first
semester will end at 12:00 o'clock
noon on Saturday, February 2.
Registration for the second semes-
ter will take place on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 5; classes begin again on
Wednesday, February 6, 1929
The detailed schedules for exam-
inations follow:
Monday, January 28
8:00 A. M. Physics IB, Chemis-
try TA.
2:00 P. M. English 5, English 7,
Bible 1 (Two-ho- ur examinations).
Tuesday, January 29
8:00 A. M. All courses in Biolo-
gy.
2:00 P. M. Mathematics 1,
Mathematics 2, Spanish IB, Eco-
nomics IB, Economics 5, History 9,
Latin 3, Geology 1.
Wedesday, January 30
8:00 A. M. French IB, Spanish
3B, Psychology 1A, Economics 15B,
English 15, Political Science 3,
Mathematics 7, Greek 11, Latin 1 ,
Chemistry 3.
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2:00 P. M. German 3, French
3A, Economics 3, Greek 13, Latin 1,
English 3B, English 19, Physics 1A,
Chemistry IB.
Thursday, January 31
8:00 A. M. Spanish 1A, Eco-
nomics 9, Philosophy 3, Economics
11, Political Science 5, Mathemat-
ics 5, Greek 1, Latin 13, English 3C,
English 21, Chemistry 1C.
2:00 P. M. German 5, French 15,
Greek 5, Spanish 5, English 1, Phy-
sics 15.
Friday, February 1
8:00 A. M. French 1A, French
3C, Philosophy 1, Economics 23,
Spanish 3A, English 3A, History 7.
2:00 P. M. German 1, French 5,
Psychology IB, Economics 15A,
Mathematics 21, Greek 3, Spanish
7, English 12, English 9, Chemistry
5.
Saturday February 2
8:00 A. M. Frernch 3B , Psy-
chology 3, Economics 1A, History 1,
Mathematics 3, Chemistry 7.
LIBRARY PURCHASES
MANY NEW BOOKS
A considerable number of new
books have been added to the li-
brary since the opening of the
school year. As many of these are
of universal interest and since most
of the others will be valuable to
many students pursuing various
lines of work, a complete list of
these new books is printed below.
Pavlov, I. P., Conditioned Reflex-
es; Witmer, L., Analytical Psychol-
ogy; Payne, W., Problems in Logic;
Trench, R. C, Lectures on Medieval
Church History; Smith, Preserved,
Key to the Colloquies of Erasmus;
Smith, Preserved, Erasmus; Law-
rence, W., Memories of a Happy
Life; Allen, G., Evolution of the Idea
of God; Barnes, H. E., History and
Prospects of the Social Sciences; Ri-card- o,
D., Letters of Richardo to T.
R. Malthus; Venn, John, Early Col
legiate Life; Stockton, L., Marriage;
Jaffray, R., King Arthur & the
Holy Grail; Noel-Armfie- ld, G., Gen-
eral Phonetics for Missionaries;
Prou, M., Manuel de Paleographie
Latine et Francaise; Genevrier, P.,
Precis de Phonetique; Voretzsch, C,
Einfuhrung in Das Studie Alffranzo-sische- n
Sprache; Wiese, B. H., Alti-talienisc- hes
Elementanbuch; Men-end- ez
Pidal, R., Origenes de Espan-o- l;
Menedez Pidal, R., El Idioma Es-pan- ol
En Sus Primeros Tiempos;
Wiese, Oskar, Language & Char-
acter of the Roman People; Schu-char- dt,
H. E. M., Dev Vokalismus
Des Vulgarlatein; Nordman, C, Ein-
stein and the Universe; Mills, John,
Introduction to Thermodynamics;
Bancroft, W. D., Applied Colloid
Chemistry; Holmes, H. N., Labora-
tory Manual of Colloid Chemistry;
Kistiakowsky, G. B., Photochemical
Processes; Engelder, C. J., A Text-
book of Elementary Qualitative An-
alysis; Morgan, C. L., Emergent Ev-
olution; Leng, C. W., Supplement
1919 to 1924 to Catalogue of the
Coleoptera of America; Menendez Y
Palayo, M., Historia De Las Ideas
Estefcicas; Mansfield, M. F., Cathed-
rals of Northern France; Saintsbury,
G. E. B., Loci Critici; Morris, L. R.,
The Rebellious Puritan; Wharton,
Edith, Twilight Sleep; Boyd, J.,
Marching On; Bromfield, L., Early
Autumn; Colby, N., Black Stream;
Canfield, Dorothy, Her Son's Wife;
Marley, C. b., The Romany Stain;
Gurteen, S. H. V., The Epic of the
Fall of Man; Ault, N., Seventeenth
G. JAMMARON
Cleaning, Pressing,
Repairing
Pressing at
50 cents
Phone 15
Century Lyrics; Quagle, T., Poetic
Diction; Coleridge, S. T., Complete
Poetical Works; Traill, H. D., Cole-
ridge; Stephens, James, Collected
Poems; Nicoll, A., Dryden as an
Adapter of Shakespeare; Lynch, K.
M., The Social Mode of estoration
Comedy; Marks, J. A. English Pas-
toral Drama; Garrich, D., The Lying
Valet; Sheridan, Richard, Dramatic
Works; Arblay, F. D., Diary & Let-
ters of Madame D'Arblay; Forrest,
N., Ways of Escape; Gibbs, A. H.,
Soundings; Gibbs, Sir Philip, Young
Anarchy; Kennedy, M., The Con-
stant Nymph; Sadleir, M., Obedi-
ence; Sinclair, May, Far End;
Young, F. B., Love is Enough; Gor-
don, R. K., Anglo-Saxo- n Poetry;
Jeanroy, A., Les Origines De La
Poesie Lyrique en France Au Moyen
Age; Paris, G., Villon; Hurtado Y.
J. De La Serna, Juan, Historia De
La Literatura Espanlola; Schevill,
R., Cervantes; Cotarelo Y Mori, E.,
Don Roman De La Cruz Y Sus Ob-ra- s;
Hamilton, A., A Study of Span-
ish Manners, 1750-180- 0; Palacio
Valdes, A., Obras Competas; Pe-red- a,
J. M. De., Obras Completas;
Duff, J. W., A Literary History of
Johnston &
Murphy
SHOES
$12.50 and $13.00
Florsheim Shoes $10 and $10.50
Walk-Ove- r Shoes
$6.50 and $8.50
Laundry Bags and Repairing
The
Jacobs Shoe Store
Gambier, Ohio
Ray S. Titus
Barber Shop
Gambier, Ohio
L. E. Parker
Bakery Goods
Candies Newspapers
Gambier, Ohio
Rome in the Silver Age; Lucretiu
Carus, T., Of the Nature of Things;
Halliburton, R., The Royal Road to
Romance; Ludwig, E., Genius te
Character; Poincare, R., Au Service
De La Franceffl Baker, R. S., Wood-ro- w
Wilson and World Settlement;
Brooks, C. S., A Thread of English
Road; Lee, Sir Sidney, King Ed-
ward VII; Ady, C. M., Pius II; Gal-ve- s,
M., El Solar De La Raza; Digby,
W., 'Prosperous' British India; Mor-iso- n,
S-
-
E., The Oxford History of
the U. S.; Chicago Commission on
Race Relations, The Negro in Chi-
cago; Rippy, J. F., Latin America
in World Politics; Hart, R. W., Th
Philippines Today.
Mathematics
1 and 2
Private and
Class Tutoring
WILLIAM X. SMITH
No. 52 Middle Kenyon
LOREY'S
DRUG STORE
115 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
DRUGS
TOILET ARTICLES
CIGARS TOBACCOS
CIGARETTES
Compliments
of
Bateman's
Restaurant
Paul Bateman,
Mgr.
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I MRS. CRAWFORD
i AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL
First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed On. Socks
Darned and Everything Mended At No Additional Charge.
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I EVERYTHING I
I ELECTRICAL
KNECHT-FEENE- Y ELECTRIC CO. I
6 S. Main Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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i.VlT. Vernon Radio Co.
Established 1922
RCARadiola Majestic I
i
Complete Radio Service
I W. Paul Crise Geo. W. Crise j
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BEX LEY NOTES
A Christmas party was given for
the pleasure of the students and
faculty of Bexley by Dr. and Mrs.
Ball at their home, Thursday even-
ing, December 13. After the draw-
ing of presents a very delicious lunch
was served by, Mrs. Ball.
Dr. and Mrs. Ball had as then-guest- s
the students of the Seminary
at a buffet supper, Sunday evening,
December 9.
The Venerable Gerard F. Patter-
son, Archdeacon of the Diocese of
Ohio, delivered two lectures on Par-
ish Organization and Administration
to the Seminary Tuesday, January 8.
The Bexley Society is planning to
hold two Quiet Days for the benefit
of its members, the faculty of the
Seminary, and the clergy of the two
Dioceses in Ohio sometime during
lent. The Quiet Days will most like-
ly be conducted by one of the Holy
Cross Fathers. The general aim of
the Quiet Days will be the enrichr
ment of the spiritual life of those
whose privilege it will be to attend.
DR. AND MRS. PEIRCE
ENTERTAIN FOR PROF. FAY
President and Mr. Peirce enter-
tained several members of the senior
class at a dinner, which was given
on Sunday, January 6, in honor of
Professor Bernard Fay, of the Uni-
versity de Clermont, who was visit-
ing them at that time. The guests
included a senior from every divis-
ion on the Hill, Miss Philena Taylor,
and the guest of honor, Dr. Fay.
Following a delicious dinner, the
company spent a most agreeable af-
ternoon getting acquainted with
Professor Fay and escorting him on
a tour of the college dormitories and
class buildings.
It was interesting to note that not
a single man who had the opportun-
ity to meet Doctor Fay at Cromwell
Cottage that Sunday failed to at-
tend both of his lectures the follow-
ing day in Philomathesian Hall.
KENYON TO HAVE
NEW PUBLICATION
A new literary effort is about to
make its bow to the denizens of the
Hill. For years the Collegian, as
a semi-new- s, semi-featu- re publica-
tion, and the Reveille, as a sum-
mary of each college year, have held
supreme sway over the literary ef-
forts of the student body. No pre-
tender to their throne has appear-
ed in all these years. But now It
appears that they are to have a ri-
val.
Charles T. Malcomson, '30, and
Larrimore ("Aaron") Burr, '29, are
the brain parents of this new child
of culture. They plan to begin work
on their new publication soon after
the end of the new semester,
and to have issue number one of
volume one in the hands or on the
desks of the college men before
many weeks have elapsed. This
publication is to be known as "The
Kenyon Caboose," with the admon-
ition tacked on to the title: "Hitch
this on to your train of thought."
The "Caboose" will be a purely
literary effort, and its columns will
be open to contributions from any
of the undergraduates or members
of the faculty who wish to break
into print and contribute to it. In
fact the embryonic editorial staff
wishes heartily that any of the men
in college who like to write will fa-
vor them with contributions. The
little matter of getting up a sub-
scription list has not been consid-
ered yet, but the editors are confi-
dent that their venture will meet
with the approval and support of
the student body.
DR. FAY LECTURES
(Continued from Page One)
accomplished this comparison by
giving a brief resume of the modern
temper of the French in literature,
and followed that with a synopsis
of the present spirit of American
writing.
The entire lecture dealt almost ex-
clusively with a number of individ-
ual writers, each representing a cer-
tain phase or type of writing, whose
work Professor Fay used to prove
his points. As in his previous lec-
ture, Doctor Fay kept his audience
in almost continual laughter with
his side remarks and amusing stor-
ies, some of them related and some
of them not directly related, to the
subject in hand. His frequent sal-
lies were almost an exception to the
well-kno- wn fact that no really clev-
er remark is ever quite true.
Following the lecture in Philo Hall
a reception was held in the Sterling
Room of Middle Kenyon. Many of
those who had attended the lecture
adjourned to this gathering, where
Doctor Fay continued to entertain
his listeners this time in a more
informal manner.
During the past months Professor
Fay has given lecture courses at
the University of California, South-
ern Branch, and at Northwestern
University. His biography of Ben-
jamin Franklin is to be published
soon. Naturally, his next visit to
Gambier is a matter, the details of
which have not been considered as
yet. But before he left the Hill Doc-
tor Fay gave his assurance that it
would be at the earliest possible
season.
NEW COMMONS
(Continued from Page One)
stone as they were raised to their
places by block and tackle arrange-
ments. All three of these chimneys
are now completed, so that the roof
may be completed whenever the
weather permits.
The Chase Tower is complete with
its cantilever staircases as far as the
third floor level. The fourth and
fifth floors are now erected, and
work on the open sixth floor level
awaits more favorable weather. From
the third floor upward, only ladders
rise; these will later be replaced by
a circular iron staircase. From the
highest covered floor an excellent
view of the valley to the east is af-
forded. There is no doubt that the
upper floors of the valley will be
very attractive to future visitors to
the Hill, particularly in the spring
and fall months.
The guest rooms in the north end
of the third floor already show that
they will be very attractive. The
view in all directions from the dor-
mer windows will be exquisite; the
air will be refreshing.
With weather condusive to work
in the open, the building should be
well on its way when warmer weath-
er comes, and the entire building
should easily be completed late in
the spring.
INITIATIONS
(Continued from Page One)
mores busy themselves with devis-
ing numerous stunts and incongrui-
ties of conduct for those who are
certainly one step beneath them so-
cially. They, too, have waited for
this time for some years.
From all that can be gathered,
the freshmen are going to be more
entertaining than in previous years.
As to that, it is hard to say any-
thing. Time alone will tell.
Among the more important events
that are to take place at this time
is the formal dedication of the re
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cently completed Beta Theta Pi
lodge. This lodge is built on the
lines of a Greek temple, and is lo-
cated across the road from Bexley,
on the northwest side. , Dr. Francis
W. Shepardson, National President
of the fraternity, is to be the guest
of honor, and several of the found-
ers of the local chapter are expect-
ed to attend.
For the benefit of those who may
not have seen the first publication,
there follows a list of the pledges
to the various fraternities.
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Messrs. H.
B. Bates, D. D. Brien, C. A. Herbert,
P. McCune, J. A. Meredith, E. L.
Wilson.
Alpha Delta Phi: Messrs. R. A.
Bell, R. M. Chamberlain, E. R.
Dale, F. S. Howard, F. W. North,
M. Sandberg, R. Stewart, E.
Sturges, R. Tuttle.
Psi Upsilon: Messrs. W. A. Be-seck- e,
B. B. Coffin, N. B. Cuff, F.
Ginn, J. Herron, S. P. Jenkins, F.
Kannengeiser, R. J. Kannengeiser,
R. T. Knight, R. C. Lord, A. J. Mc-Burn- ey,
G. K. Meyer, R J. Price.
W. W. Speer, R. J. White.
Beta Theta Pi: Messrs. J. W. Ad-kin- s,
J. A. Ball, J. T. Begg, W. G.
Caples, R. B. Clark, E. M. Ferris,
T. B. Greenslade, G. W. Martin, J.
McTammany, D. M. Meeks, M. P.
Sammon.
Delta Tau Delta: Messrs. D. C.
Barrick, T. F. Betts, H. W. Burris,
T. J. Hall, W. M. McUwain, E.
Nelson, C. E. Southworth, R. Swan-so- n.
Sigma Pi: Messrs. J. Heed, H. W.
Nichols, P. F. McNairy, W. R. Ran-dl- e,
C. R. Stires, D. R. Whiting.
Zeta Alpha: P. Edgar,, JR. D.
Mansfield, J. P. Old, J. A. Renz, R.
E. Stock, M. H. Thompson.
SENIORS TO TAKE TESTS
(Continued from Page One)
last few questions may be answered
only by one who is well acquainted
with the subject. Almost any one
taking this examination is bound to
find himself on familiar ground at
one or two junctures, and it is scar-
cely possible for any one to have
any considerable acquaintance with
every one of the great variety of sub-
jects touched upon. The whole
scheme is calculated so as to deter-
mine whether a man's knowledge is
specialized, broad, or non-existe- nt.
During Dr. W. S. Learned's visit
to Gambier a month ago he sug-
gested to President Peirce and a
group of the seniors that the pres-
ent senior class at Kenyon take this
examination. He offered to supply,
at the expense of the Carnegie Foun-
dation, all necessary materials for
the work, and his offer was gladly
accepted.
As a representative of the Carne-
gie Foundation Dr. Learned exam-
ined the educational scheme of fifty
Pennsylvania colleges last year. He
gave this general information test,
which the Kenyon seniors are to
take, to the seniors in all those col- -
JACK AND FRED
GARAGE
ROAD SERVICE
BARBER SHOP
W. H. STUMP
In rear of American Beauty
Shoppe.
Guaranteed Satisfaction
leges. The results were most inter-
esting, and, in some instances, sur-
prising. In co-operat- ing with Dr.
Learned in this work the seniors are
placing themselves in a position to
find out, with a rather high percent-
age of accuracy, just how much of a
"well rounded education" they have
received and to just what an extent
they have been fooling themselves.
KENYON MAN
ADDRESSES CONVENTION
On Thursday, November 15, Dr. R.
E. Dyer, Kenyon '07, and Texas Med-
ical University, '15, gave an impor-
tant lecture before the 22nd annual
meeting of the Southern Medical
Association, convening at Asheville,
N. C. The topic of Dr. Dyer's address
was "Control of Biological Products,
Including the Status Df the Scarlet
Fever Preparations, and the Signifi-
cance of B. Tularense, B. Abortus
and Meletensis." Dr. Dyer, who is
a surgeon in the U. S. Public Health
Service at Washington, D. C, re-
cently worked out a new anti-toxi-n
for scarlet fever, which is expected
to revolutionize the attack against
this dread disease.
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CONVERSE SUFFERS
FROM CHICKEN POX
Mr. John Converse, of the class of
1929, is at present confined to his
bed with a bothersome attack of
chicken pox. He is suffering from
the double irritation of the malady
itself and the fact that he has con-
tracted so puerile a disease just as
he has attained the dignity of a
senior. It is expected that he will be
fully recovered before examination
week, and it is believed that his
complaint, an extremely contagious
one, has not spread to any other
men on the Hill.
CONCERT POSTPONED
It is regretted that the LehVinne
Concert, which was to have been
January 17, 1929 has been postpon-
ed, due to uncontrollable circum-
stances, until April 22, 1929. The
Community Music Club which is
sponsoring the concert wishes to call
special attention of the fact to all
season ticket holders.
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THE HONOR SYSTEM
The columns of this paper
scarcely seem to be the appropriate
place for any disquisition on the
ethical side of the honor system at
Kenyon. Such a discourse could
only succeed in being emotional,
and in appealing on the one hand
to a large group of men who need
no such appeal and on the other
hand to a relatively small group of
men who would be utterly oblivious
to it. The men who observe the
honor system at Kenyon would re-
act favorably towards any emo-
tional defense of it, and the men
who do not observe it would fail to
react at all.
Therefore, let us cast aside tem-porar- Uy
all consideration of ethics
and common decency in connection
with the honor system and ponder
for a short time on one or two very
practical phases of the matter. The
object of this little excursion into
the realm of hard, cold facts is to
point out a few very definite dis-
advantages attending any general
failure on the part of the student
body to observe the honor system.
. In the first place, the faculty of
Kenyon College is neither as absen-
t-minded nor as stupid as a lot
of the undergraduates fondly be-
lieve. It is entirely logical, there-
fore, that any cheating which is
indulged in on tests or examina-
tions cannot fail to come to their
attention. To be sure, an occasion-
al similarity between papers or un-
expected excellence in one paper
may escape their notice. But it can
scarcly be expected that they will
fail to detect a fair percentage of
men who try to sneak a passing
grade.
The honor system at Kenyon is
not like the laws of the Medes and
Persians. It is subject to change.
If the faculty should ever, at any
time, notice any general tendency
on the part of the student body to
disregard the honor system, what
would be the natural and logical
thing for it to do? The honor sys-
tem would go by the board.
Perhaps that doesn't sound so
bad. One thinks, possibly, that it
would mean that professors would
police the examination rooms. Then
cheating would become a game
and an interesting one at that But
that is a mistaken impression. The
transforming of Kenyon College in-
to a glorified prep school would not
stop there. Far from it. The mat-
ter is seldom considered, but it Is
nevertheless a fact that our dor-
mitory regulations at Kenyon are
a very Integral part of the honor
system. Order In the dormitories
Is a matter that the signing of the
honor pledge by each man in col-
lege places entirely in the hands of
the senior council. The men are
left to do as they please, provided
that there is no property damaged
or any flagrant violation of order.
This means that, if the question
ever arose whether or not the honor
system should be abandoned at
Kenyon because of cheating on tests
and examinations, the present free --
dom enjoyed by the men in the
dormitories would be on trial at th3
same time. Dormitory order and
classroom honesty are two phasei
of the same privilege. If we lose
one we lose the other.
How would it be, then, if the fac-
ulty should decide that there is z
small amount of cheating going on
continuously in tests and examina-
tions? It would mean simply this.
We would have proctors, or campus
police, patrolling the campus and
the dormitories at all times. The
men of Kenyon College, at present
so free to do what they please,
would be "under observation" con-
tinually, and liable to punishment
if detected in a minor infraction of
the rules. The undergraduates
would have to be treated, quite
rightly, like a bunch of little boys
by a faculty which would see they
were incapable of being worthy of
the trust placed in them under the
honor system.
The present writer will be out of
here in June and won't give a Con-
federate cent, personally, whether
the little lads will continue to en-
joy the same privileges which they
have in the past, or whether they
are destined to be slapped on the
wrist by a campus policeman every
time they yell "Oh boy, what a
night" out of the window. But it
does seem a shame that such a
pitiful situation is in danger of be-
ing realized in a community which
is supposed to be somewhat dry be-
hind the ears.
That this situation may come
about, and that this column is not
an idle "scare" has been brought
forcefully to the attention of cer-
tain undergraduates by members of
the faculty. These communications
have been in confidence and may
not be repeated here. Certain mem-
bers of the faculty, however, have
begun to watch the operations o
the honor system with a critical in-
terest an interest which has not
been necessary in the past.
The question is this. Is the stu-
dent body going to co-oper- ate with
the spirit and letter of the honor
system and maintain one of the
really worthy traditions that we en-
joy around here, or is it going to
be slovenly, not to mention mucker-is- h
and sneaking, in its observa-
tion of the honor system and have
a swarm of policemen descend on
its collective head, both in the ex-
amination room and in the
RUMORS RUN RAMPANT
Ever since the arrival of camera
man, Kleig lights, and a hoarse-voic- e
director to the Hill, rumor
has been rampant. Contracts and
students have been flying all over
the place. The flicker films, it
seems, have entered the blood of
the once-peacef- ul, the once-sedat- e,
and the once-bla- se Kenyon stu-
dents. Seniors especially have been
afflicted. The gist of it all is as
follows:
Rumor hath it that one Dudley
Jackson Hard, of Cleveland, turn-
ed down a contract at $1000.00 a
week to play touching bits in as-
sociation with a lady known as Bil-li- e
Dove. Rumor also hath it that
a confrere of his, one William ("S.
H.") Todd, was equally adamant
despite the mention of high figures
and numerous automobiles. On be-
ing interviewed, however, the two
gentlemen in question joined hear
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tily in saying: "I deny everything."
But that isn't all. After photo-
graphing a group of our represen-
tative seniors, the director 'n
charge is said to have wired Jesse
Lasky in Hollywood to refuse to re-
new contracts with such household
names as Richard Dix, Ramon No-varr- o,
William Haines, and Bui:
Montana. And that was before he
even saw the Faculty!
And thus it goes, touching now
and then upon the names of Dor,
Henning, Paul Thompson, Tom
Sheldon, Virgil Walling, and many
others. Rumor, all of it. But one
thing is sure; it has been declared
an absolute fact that the bewilder-
ed movie director mistook "Gibby"
Dodge for President Coolidge's son
John, because he had number 36
for an automobile license plate.
KENYON MAN ACHIEVES FAME
Mr. Andrew Walcott Rose, who
has the honor of being associated
with the staff of this publication in
more ways than one, has brought
notoriety to his alma mater and
great distinction to himself by be-
coming a champion. Perhaps that
needs an explanation. Nowdays there
are so many champions that being
one is not the simple matter that
it was in the days of yore when
"the champion" was always the guy
with the biggest club, the surest
eye, and the hardest head. Today
there are champions of all sorts.
Champs range from hog callers and
flag pole sitters to champion succo-
tash growers. They range from New
York to San Francisco.
But Herr Rose is not only an un-
questioned champion he also en-
joys the added prominence of being
supreme in a new field. This field is
oyster eating. To be explicit; to be
brief; Mr. Rose entered Mills Buffet
in Columbus recently, marched up
to the oyster bar, and demanded
half a dozen Blue Points on the
half shell. Having eaten these in six
gulps, and having drained off the
accompanying glass of cocktail sauce
in one swallow, our hero duplicated
his original order. While he was
waiting he amused himself by nib-
bling away at the horseradish and
taking an occasional sip of tobasco.
No sooner had the second half doz-
en Blue Points joined their cousins
than Mr. Rose ordered no less than
a double order of the same.
By the time Mr. Rose had finish-
ed his sixtieth Blue Point the crowd
of awed spectators was causing a
traffic jam in High Street and a
special detail of police had been
called out to cope with the situa-
tion. The manager of Mills then
came forward and asked Mr. Rose if
he didn't want to eat just one more
little half dozen. Mr. Rose made
signs to indicate that he guessed
he'd had enough. Whereupon the
manager presented the new cham-
pion with one unopened oyster, one
oyster fork, and a large, handsomely-cha-
sed basin. Our hero threw the
latter gift away, and has since gone
crazy trying to open the complimen-
tary oyster with the complimentary
oyster fork.
IT'S A LONG WORM
THAT HAS NO TURNING
Chaos reigned on the Middle Path
several days ago when some fifty
irate freshmen turned on their per-
secutes and staged an unexpected
revolution against sophomoric au-
thority.
It seems that the worthy Mr.
Driskell and his cohorts had called
a freshman lineup. Accordingly, the
freshmen lined up. They marched
down the usual path in the usual
manner, singing the usual tune
until the line halted, preparatory to
turning off the path between the li-
brary and Ascension Hall.
At this point some scoffers, up-perclass- men
by avocation, heretics
by nature, were coming along be-
hind the procession. They seemed
bent on reaching the dormitories as
fast as possible, and exhibited little
inclination to concern themselves
with the freshman-sophomo- re rites
being there enacted. However the
long and tasty array of fifty yellow
freshmen caps spread out in per-
fect order proved too tempting a
target. It seemed made to order.
At the moment there just hap-
pened to be several inches of damp
snow on the ground; also made to
order for the malicious practice of
persecuting defenseless freshmen.
One brawny man of might in the
group following the lineup found
the situation impossible to resist.
With practiced hands he packed a
handful of snow until it finally re-
sembled a cue ball more than a
snowball. Taking careful aim, this
inhuman brute let fly with all the
strength of his iron muscles. The
speeding missile struck a luckless
freshman squarely on the back of
the neck, knocking him unconscious
instantly. He died in the local hos-
pital a few minutes later. Enraged
by this discourteous treatment of
their fellow, the rest of his class-
mates looked grim and cast signifi-
cant glances at' one another. Too
much was almost enough.
The upperclassmen in the rear did
not cease their persecution, how-
ever, and a similar group ahead of
the chain gang of freshmen took up
the work from the other end. Be-
sieged before and behind, the wear-
ers of the yellow caps were getting
more than they could stand. With a
roar like an angry bull or a sick calf
or something or other, the entire
class spread to the edges of the path,
scooped up snowballs by the dozens,
and turned on their tormentors.
Since the aforementioned tormen-
tors numbered possibly a dozen or so
hardy souls, the freshmen felt oblig-
ed to turn on the entire sophomore
class also. It was sporting of them,
to say the least.
The fracas ended after ten min-
utes of intensive skirmishing. At
moments during that time the sky
was overcast and the light was too
dim to permit the opposing forces to
see each other, so thick was the air
with flying snowballs. Windows all
over Gambier were shattered by the
concussion resulting from several di-
rect hits. The tide of battle turned
in favor of the freshmen when one
of their number secreted a hand
grenade inside a snowball. The hand
grenade failed to explode until Wil-
liam Poese mistook it for a ripe mid-
winter plum and tried to eat it,
much to his embarrassment. After
that the yearlings' victory was de-
cisive. The sophomores (by this time
the upperclasmen had discretely
retired from the field) tried to take
refuge in the chapel, and, finding it
locked, were forced to stand outside
and be slaughtered in large
SENIORS TO DISPLAY TALENT
New and elaborate plans are be-
ing laid to help, the seniors occupy
their Wednesday afternoons be-
tween February and June. It has
come to the attention of the Eng-
lish department that there is much
acting material in the graduating
class which has lain dormant all
these years. With belated but vigor-
ous action the Department has de-
termined on a course of action
which should provide an outlet for
the histrionic ability boiling beneath
the placid exterior presented by the
senior class.
During the entire first semester
the class in English 7 has been oc-
cupied solely with weighty orations.
This program has proved far from
fruitless. Many masterpieces of ora-
tory have been delivered within the
sacred confines of Nu Pi Kappa
Hall between one and two o'clock
on Wednesday afternoons, and great
have been the benefits derived
therefrom. There can be no doubt
that the fund of general informa
tion possessed by the various mem-
bers of the class has been consider-
ably added to by these effusions
although the accuracy of the infor-
mation may at times have been
called into question.
However, as has been said before,
the discovery that a great deal of
dramatic talent has been wasting its
fragrance on the desert air for the
past four years is causing revolu-
tionary alterations in the program
of the Senior English course, requir-
ed for graduation. In short the
class is being turned over, at the
beginning of the new semester, to
Mr. Packard, who will guide its des-
tinies, in a most dramatic way, until
June.
During the next few weeks Mr.
Packard intends to dig up several
one act plays, and adapt them to
the crying need of an outlet for tal-
ent on the part of the seniors. It
will be arranged so that no man will
be left out of the cast of one of the
plays chosen for production. Every
one will get his little chance. Work
on these plays will progress as mer-
rily as possible during the second
semester, and it is presumed that the
student body will be exposed to them
at a public performance before an
escape by the simple expedient of
graduation is opened to the seniors.
When it was announced that Se-
nior English was to be turned into
s one act play course the uproar
which immediately emanated from
the campus was deafening. This
commotion was interpreted to be an
evidence of boisterous enthusiasm
on the part of the men who will now
be given the opportunity of show-
ing the dramatic talent which has
lain dormant in them for so long.
No one, ladies and gentlemen, was
more heartily in favor of this inno-
vation than your reporter. He firm-
ly believes that play acting is great
stuff, having been born and bred
within the very shadow of the stage,
as it were. Your reporter has mod-
estly withheld this for a long time,
ladies and gents, but now that he is
about to get his chance in Rosse
Hall he can contain himself no long-
er. As a matter of fact he was, for
six whole years, an usher at the
Tivoli Theatre, LaPorte, Indiana.
With this wealth of experience be-
hind him there can be little doubt
that he will be selected to fill an im-
portant part in the proceedings of
the Senior English class. He ear-
nestly hopes that he will be able to
play the same role in which he serv-
ed his theatrical apprenticeship.
There can be no doubt that he is
an adept at bowing ladies to then-seat-s
(Professor Packard please
note)
.
Of course the seniors are not
quitting the old regime without
some sadness. The old chairs in Nu
Pi Hall were comfortable, and the
spacious room was shady and aclmir-abl- y
adapted to an hour's siesta.
Furthermore all the boys are going
to miss Professor Dunlop's pithy re-
marks on the habits of seals, the
South Sea fish which are accustom-
ed to climb trees and knock down
cocoanuts, and the "female cows."
On being interviewed by a Collegi-
an reporter Dr. Timberlake, present
mentor and supervisor of the class
said, "Never have my emotions been
so profoundly stirred by losing a
class. I can truthfully state that I
have never seen such a class before."
There has been some discussion as
to whether one of the plays to. be
presented by the seniors should not
be "Ben Hur" in modern dress. Ru-
dolph Kutler, Director of Athletics,
has objected to this strenuously,
however. He says that the chariot
race would interfere seriously with
his gym classes.
At any rate, the undergraduates of
the college can be sure of witnessing
several "jim dandy" plays towards
the end of next semester. Bring
your dead cats and join the party,
lads. Come one, come all.
TUMULT REIGNS AS
KLEIG LIGHTS GLARE
Careers Planned While Cam-
eras Grind
The cinema has come to Kenyon.
This terse statement, however, real-
ly doesn't do justice to the tale;
there's a great deal more to it than
that. During the week of January
13 the minions of Will Hays and
David Wark Griffith made their
totally unannounced appearance in
the little virgin world that is Gam-bie- r.
It was something entirely new
to the minions of Will Hays and to
the students and faculty of Kenyon
College. The shock of both was
great. The minions of Will Hays
discovered that real college life is-
n't just as depicted in the reel va-
riety; while the good burghers of
our little valley were amazed to
find that movie directors don't al-
ways wear puttees, leather jackets,
eye-shad- es, and megaphones.
The minions, this time from Co-
lumbus, were able, with the assist-
ance of various undergraduate and
faculty groups, to "shoot" a number
of quite typical college scenes, de-
spite some extremely bad, if typi-
cal, Kenyon weather.
The views began with a few feet
of film taken in President Peirce's
office, where the Senior Council,
one by one, were greeted. Scenes
in Dr. Timberlake's Alumni Secre-
tary quarters, the Registrar's office,
and Miss Taylor's sanctum sanc-
torum followed. Unfortunately,
during the process of a mock regis-
tration staged for the camera, one
of the large, hulking freshmen tak-
ing part stood up just in time to
cut off all view of Dr. Lord per-
forming his duties.
Next came what were intended to
be representative scenes of student
life; parlors, bridge games, piano
playing, etc. All went well until the
director decided to take a few feet
of the students studying. When it
was explained to him just how few
feet that would take, he became
desperate. But Kenyon men are an
ingenious lot, and after great scur-
rying, five or six boys, who have at
one time or another been accused
of buying textbooks, were rounded
up, and the drama enacted. Thus
was Kenyon honor saved. Unfor-
tunately, one of the "students" pos-
ed with a copy of the Saturday
Evening Post, while two others were
filmed reading their books upside
down.
Kutler's Kalisthenic Kuties, mem-
bers of the two Bulls' Eyes and oth-
er divisions, unsuspecting students
on the Path, all performed for the
All-Seei- ng Eye. In the meantime
it rained, so Rus Hargate's chorines
and an Assembly meeting were
washed out for the time being.
Not to be out-don- e, the Faculty
next rushed into the picture, vying
for honors and footage. Dr.
Peirce's somnambulents were kept
awake long enough for a few
"shots" of their note-takin- g. Mr.
Walrath, too, appeared briefly and
at odd moments on edges of the
film.
The cinema next invaded the sa-
cred realm of Euclid, Archimedes,
and Newton to take a few poses of
Dr. Allen trying to explain ,to a
dumb freshman why Mathematics
1-
-2 isn't a purely memory course.
At various intervals other equally
dumb freshmen placed upon the
blackboards amazing hieroglyphics,
which are going to be just as un-
intelligible to the "old grads" as
they were to the freshmen and the
camera man. Dr. Allen was just
getting warmed up in a discussion
on the chances of the Cleveland In-
dians when the seance ended.
The Faculty had two more op-
portunities of running riot for the
benefit of an unseen audience in
those pictures taken of Prof. West's
German class and of the Faculty
Meeting. As the former was not
a "talkie," a great deal of the real
savor was lost; nevertheless, the
alumni are going to enjoy it. The
class did.
It was in the Faculty Meeting,
however, that the good pedagogues
displayed the most talent. Profes-
sor vied with Professor for the op-
portunity to speak before the flick-
ering films. Dr. Cahall and Dr.
Timberlake won their bouts on
points, while Dr. Radford's encount-
er with Mr. Ashford was declared
a draw, although the former won
the newspaper decision. Nothing of
importance was settled, except that
Adolphe Menjou, Ronald Coleman,
and Noah Beery don't need to be-
gin looking for new jobs right
away.
A few feet of film taken in the
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science laboratories, showing a
number of students milling about in
search of a bottle marked
"reagant," completed the photogra-
phy. The minions of Will Hays will
return, however, ais soon as weath-
er permits, to complete the happy
picture with "shots" of the Assem-
bly, the new Commons, and the
Chapel. They should be able to get
a few good ones for this last if
they drop in some Sunday during
the sermon. No film of Kenyon
life would be complete without one
of those.
THE STORE OF QUALITY
AND SERVICE
Jenkins General
Store
Gambier, Ohio
A majority of the beacon
lights used in airport and
airway illumination have
been designed and manu-
factured by the General
Electric Company, whose
specialists have the benefit
of a generation's experi-
ence in the solution of
lighting problems.
Cliff Horton
THE BARBER
Pool Room in Rear
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Skies with Commerce
THE air map of America is now in the making onthe ground.
Ten years ago, there were 218 miles of air mail routes with
two station stops; to-da- y, a network of sky roads bridges
the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.
Can you imagine this growth without electricity without
illuminated airports without trunk lines studded with
electric beacons?
Men of vision are building for increasing traffic of the air.
Soon, the skies will be filled with commerce.
Just as electricity is helping to conquer the air, the land,
and the sea to-da- y, so to-morr- ow it will lead to greater
accomplishments in aviation and in every human activity.
GENERAL ELECTK
rjUMERAI. ELECTRIC C OMPANY.O P A SCH ENECTADY.ENE MUW
95-604D- H
YORK
Page F1t
S. R. Doolittle
General
Merchandise
Gambier, Ohio
A. G. SCOT-T-
Dry Goods Groceriei
General Merchandise
College Views
Gambier, Ohio
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WHEN YOU SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
SAY IT WITH OURS i
Pot Plants Cut Flowers Corsages
The Williams Flower Shop
Mt. Vernon, Ohio i
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INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT
By LARRIMORE BURR
This department will contain
newly discovered facts about the
commonplace. Those already in-
telligent will learn nothing new,
while the ignorant may be unable
to understand what appears below.
It is hoped that this information
will be of the greatest value to
persons falling into neither of these
two classes. The authenticity of
these facts is not doubted, for the
scientist who presented them was
a nice looking young man.
THE GLOW WORM. It has been
but recently discovered that the
glow worm is the cause of the ear-
ly demise of electric light bulbs.
While the clever manufacturer has
covered the filament with a pro-
tecting bulb of glass, the more clev-
er insect by turning the light key
is enabled to reach the filament
and to extract from it the electric
Juice. The juice being slightly
pungent makes the glow worm glow
contentedly, hence its name. Those
attempting to raise electric light
plants should erect signs reading:
"This light out of order" immedi-
ately after planting the bulb. The
glow worm while intelligent is very
gullible; he will read the sign and
turn with a sigh to the current
bushes.
THE LIAR BIRD (Fibbus Oc-tavu- s).
A foul thing getting its
name from the tale it bears. It
has a habit of turning its back in
an attempt to make the beholder
believe it is a musical instrument,
when in fact it doesn't even resem-
ble a mouth organ.
THE MILK WEED (Bovinus
Leakus). A hybrid of the cowslip
and the Spanish Leek. It is found
in a wild state in most wild states.
It. matures in the early summer;
its fruit is in the form of pods us
ually four to the plant. When
gently agitated the pods give off a
whitish fluid which, as a substitute
lor cow's milk, is nearly as good as
milkman's milk. Experiments are
now being made in the hope of de
veloping a more condensed product
by crossing the butter cup and the
bull rush with the canna.
THE SPAG-HET- Y. A California
horticulturist after years of experi
ments has at last succeeded in
crossing an edible pampas grass
with durham wheat with the re-
sult a grass with a hollow stalk
which when cooked has the ap-
pearance and taste of spaghetti it
is most nutritious. Further experi-
ments are being made to graft this
new creation to the root of a to-
mato plant, when a product may
result to which the gardener need
only add hot water before serving.
THE PASSER. The female of the
species is known as a dough pass-
er. She is greatly outnumbered by
the male or buck passer. He is
found in all the haunts of human
beings. His shoulders are narrow.
His mouth is large. He is a shifty
animal who makes much noise but
is quite useless as a beast of bur-
den. He is very playful but occa-
sionally becomes badly injured from
tripping on his own horns.
THE SCOTCH SHIED POKE. A
native of the Scotch heaths with
odd plumage feathers peculiarly
marked with a plaid design. The
male bird constructs the nest by
drilling a circular hole in the
ground. The female very meekly
lays her eggs near the hole the
male stands on one very slender leg
and with claws of the other clinch-
ed strikes the egg toward the hole.
If he succeeds in the first attempt,
he is mild and docile, but should
he fall he makes a prolonged and
dolorous sound and pecks the fe-
male vigorously. He Is sometimes
known as the Golf Heron.
THE GLASS BIRD. A small bird
found in the north central states
very wary and rarely seen because
of the fact that it is- - transparent
This intelligent fowl consumes wat-
er only by day and eats blackber
ries by night, thus living in com-
parative security. The only known
specimens are m tne bmitnsonian
Institute. They were captured by
an anonymous scientist who im-
pregnated a stream with a colorless
perfumed dye and followed the
sweet odor to the birds lair. A
pair were sent to the Institute, but
were mislaid and being transparent
were not found for several years
when they were embalmed with red
ink and are now frequently mistak
en for scarlet tanningers. The eggs
of the Glass Bird are in great de-
mand for use as beads.
THE NURSE. There are two
kinds, the wild variety and the
trained. The wild ones are of little
use. The trained are not much bet-
ter for if asked to do much they
immediately become wild. Colored
nurses are satisfactory for day duty,
but are hard to find in the dark
No matter how well trained, a
nurse finds difficulty in evading
matrimony with a rich patient. Men
are so susceptible to a uniform.
Sometimes a little training is worth
much experience.
THE SKATE. Generally supposed
to be a deep sea fish is not so in
the northern latitudes. One species
has been classed with the flying
fish and is very playful. In the
Arctic Ocean scores of Skates may
be seen darting through the air
from the surface of the sea to the
tops of the icebergs, from the banks
of which they slide down the
precipitous sides of the bergs on
the sub-dors- al fin, which is of un-
usual length. They are short lived,
however, for their playful antics
wear away the under part of their
bodies, finally consuming the stom
ach, after which the fish starves to
death. They are protected by Ma
rine Laws, for many an iceberg has
been worn away by the action of
the fish, thus saving the lives of
thousands of mariners.
THE SPEED BUG (Gasolineus
Carboratus) . An animal of minute
brain capacity, of fleet but erratic
flight, differs from most insects in-
asmuch as alcohol does not preserve
it quite the contrary. It is fre-
quently found draped on street
lamp posts or in ditches after a
Saturday night's flight. The fe
male, while smaller, is more bright-
ly decorated than the male.
THE SHOE HORN. A metal in
strument of great range, scale from
A flat to the third story. Some
what difficult to play, in spite of
its apparent simplicity. Unlike the
socksphone and the slide trimble
the deeper tones are wonderfully
soft and purling. It is said that
Schubert using an eight and one
half double A used to play on the
Russian steppes for hours without
stopping, a notable feat when the
complicated fingering is consider-
ed.
THE SHOE TREE. A species of
sandal wood, valued for its lasting
qualities. There are many species
and sizes. The parts utilized to the
greatest extent are those found at
the end of the lower limbs. The
wood is of great value, being sold
at about 69 cents per board foot
at the present market.
THE SQUEEZEL. In shape an
elongated hemisphere with lateral
feet and a flat tail it is unusually
fast in locomotion. It preys upon
the eggs of the spider bird, which
latter suspends its eggs by finely
spun threads from the branches of
the locust tree. A nest of eggs
found, the squeezil rocks the tree
until the swinging eggs crash to-
gether, whereupon the agile animal
leaps under the nest and balancing
on its tail catches the fluid as it
blows from the fractured eggs. In
order to secure specimens, animal- -
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ologists finally filled small white
glass receptives the size of the spi
der bird's eggs with chloroform and
hanging these in clusters waited
until the attacking squeezels were
unconscious. One pair were do-
mesticated and lived for several
years in the home- - of Prof. Binkus
until his wife inadvertently left a
string of almost pearl beads hang
ing on a gas jet in her bedroom.
The squeezels seeing the beads and
thinking them their natural food
shook the wall in an effort to break
them until they died of exhaustion.
THE CAMEL. A hairy, two-stori- ed
animal with a pessimistic head
and altruistic feet. Gets its name
from a popular brand of cigarettes
probably because of the two hav-
ing a similar aroma. Used as a
beast of burden in some countries
and as a sign of the times in this,
the land of the spree and the home
of deprave.
THE DILL PICKLE. Discovered
by Gottlieb Raushaus, a Bavarian
noble, in 1647. Constructed hy im-
mersing a non-edib- le gourd afflict-
ed with the rickets in a solution of
strong alkali tinctured with the
pungent seed of the dill. Originally
used in lieu of a smudge to disperse
man-eatin- g insects in recent times
for less humanitarian purposes.
First eaten in a moment of frenzy
by a half wit the poor man re-
covered his health but his mind was
never after the same. The more
modern version was used as a wea-
pon usually offensive few bar-kee- ps
in the rougher districts were
ever without a protecting pickle or
blackjack within reach. Many pa-
trons when under the influence
mistook the green mass for food,
from which practice an unholy ap-
petite was created which no other
narcotic can satisfy. The pickle
has never been successfully domes-
ticated as its life in captivity is
short.
THE IRISH BULL. A wild eyed,
large headed beast not easily cow-
ed when infuriated originally a
native of Ireland, but thrives in
this climate. An animal, in a way
of speaking, that is deceptive in
appearance and erratic in move-
ment when headed in a northrly
direction it navigates to the south.
Frequently found in the company
of ward politicians, policemen and
certain others who keep it in the
parlor with the family goat.
THE CANARY FISH. By careful
breeding of long-finn- ed goldfish, a
variety has been discovered which
in some respects resembles the fly-
ing fish. By taking selected fish
out of the water for a few moments
each day and gradually lengthening
the time of exposure to the air,
three fish were taught to live with-
out water for weeks at a time. Their
tongues were split, thus enabling
them to sing very sweetly, but with
out the liquid notes of the canary.
Unfortunately the cage containing
the fish was left too near a radi-
ator, the heat causing the fish to
perspire two of them being drown-
ed as a result. The following day
the third in a weakened condition
fell from the perch and broke its
leg, with the result that it had to
be shot by a policeman. Our deep-
est sympathy goes out to the own-
er of these wonderful fish in his
bereavement.
THE HYPOTHENUSE. A cross
between the Hippopotamus and the
Gazelle has the body of the for-
mer and the graceful legs of the
latter. His skin being loose and
hanging in great folds hardly
seems to be attached to the body.
In running he frequently slips on
his chin and is thrown heavily. In
arising quickly he so twists his skin
that his back hangs between his
four feet. Thus, in attempting to
scratch his belly with his hind foot,
he must reach such a distance that
he frequently dislocates his legs
Notwithstanding his tendency to
skin he is an honest animal, being
as, square as his other two sides.
THE BOOK WORM. A slender
reptile of many types but of small
volume has prominent eyes and
teeth. Bores through books rapidly,
but is frequently bored in turn. Has
complicated digestive apparatus
which is easily upset particularly
by Bernard Shaw. Sometimes en-
ters book from rear. When error
is discovered worm becomes con-
fused and attempts to rectify mis-
take by eating with the tail as a
result usually starves to death.
Greatest enemies are modern nov-
els and the Read Bird.
THE ROOTLAGER or BLYND-PI- G
(Fifteenus Aquartus). Once a
rare species, but now very common
due to protective laws passed dur
ing recent years. Easily distin-
guished by long head, prominent
lips and peculiar red eye a de-soend- ent
of the three fingered
Bourbon family. Inherits ability to
change rank poison into divine
draught. Is much soght after by
citizenry.
THE LOUNGE LIZARD. A slip-
pery, shiny animal with a beauti-
ful skin and a long wild tale. In-
fests the soft, sunny spots. Is calm
ed by the sound of music or the
rattle of coins. Is easily domesti-
cated by trusting females, but only
for short and irregular intervals.
Like the mosquito, it must have
some use in this vale of tears, but
that use has not been discovered
at the time of going to press.
LEARN THE PIANO
IN TEN LESSONS
TENOR-BANJ- O OR
MANDOLIN IN FIVE
LESSONS
Without nerve-rackin- g, heart-
breaking scales and exercises. You
are taught to play by note in reg-
ular professional chord style. In
your very first lesson you will be able
to play a popular number by note.
Send For It On Approval
The "Hallmark Self-Instructo- r," is
the title of this method. Eight years
were required to perfect this great
work. The entire course with the
necessary examination sheets, is
bound in one volume. The first les-
son is unsealed which the student
may examine and be his own
"JUDGE and JURY." The later
part of the "Hallmark Self -- Instructor,"
is sealed.
Upon the student returning any
copy of the "Hallmark Self-Instructo- r"
with the seal un-brok- en, we will
refund in full all money paid.
This amazing Self -- Instructor will
be sent anywhere. You do not need
to send any money. When you re-
ceive this new method of teaching
music, deposit with the Postman
the sum of ten dollars. If you are
not entirely satisfied, the money paid
will be returned in full,- - upon writ-
ten request. The Publishers are
anxious to place this "Self -- Instructor"
in the hands of music lovers all
over the country, and is in a posi-
tion to make an attractive proposi-
tion to agents. Send for your copy
today. Address The "Hallmark
Self -- Instructor" Station G, Post Of-
fice, Box 111, New York, N. Y.
Office Supplies I
Novelties I
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Try the New
I Book and Art Shop J
Books
Party Goods
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MARDIS MUSIC STORE j
I Home of Victor and Brunswick j
I ALWAYS THE LATEST RECORDS f
I West Side Public Square Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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MILK BUTTER 1
ICE CREAM !
Health and strength come from the liberal use of I
dairy products. 1
In proportion to the food value contained, dairy
products are the lowest priced foods.
J JEWELL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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SAGE SPLITS FIFTY-FIFT- Y
ON PROGNOSTICATION
Readers of the COLLEGIAN will
be interested to hear that the re-
cent Presidential election did not
completely upset the prognistica-tion- s
of Kenyon's political observer
and football "dopester." The Sage
of the Bible Belt, while failing to
turn in a perfect batting average
against the voters of the Republic,
at least retained a "five hundred"
record, which is pretty good in any
league.
"It was a foregone conclusion that
Hoover would win the election," he
said, "but I seem to have over-estimat- ed
the intelligence of the Ameri-
can public in thinking the fight was
going to be a close one. Still, Hoov-
er was merely a side-issu- e, the bat-
tle coming between Pro- - and Anti-Smithit- es,
with the latter party, be-
cause of the heavy woman's vote,
victorious. The women put Mrs.
Hoover in the White House; Herbert
did not enter into consideration
at all.
"The Democrats, and especially
the Southerners, had a "bitter pill to
swallow in Al Smith, and it does my
heart good to see how many chose
what they considered a lesser evil
by voting a Republican ticket. The
only fly in the ointment is having a
Californian for President. These be-
nighted natives from the Golden
Gate are hard enough to bear al-
ready; with their claim to the Pres-
idency, life will hardly be worth
living.
"Next time it should be even more
interesting, especially if some one
can induce H. L. Mencken to run."
PROMINENT RESIDENT
GOES MAD
Mr. Peterson is a bridge player
and a mild man withal, but even a
bridge player and a mild man can
be pushed too far. Mr. Peterson
had invited a few of the boys up to
his room for a bit of tea and a bit
of bridge, and had invisioned a
pleasant fall afternoon, but things
weren't turning out so well. They'd
been playing for several hours now,
and Mr. Peterson hadn't had one
good bidding hand. It was enough to
make any one peeved.
So Mr. Peterson suggested "time
out" for a pot of tea and a biscuit
or two; and just to break the luck
he sent out to Dickie Doolittle's for
a new pack of cards.
"It may be superstitious," he said
to the boys, "but I think a new deck
would change things. Let's cut for
partners again."
As soon as he picked up his hand,
Mr. Peterson could tell something
was going to happen.
"One spade," he said; it was his
first initial bid that afternoon.
Mr. Hitchcock, on Mr. Peterson's
left, looked at his hand and blinked.
"Two spades" he said.
The merest trace of a frown scur-
ried across Mr. Peterson's face, but
disappeared immediately.
"Three spades," he said in a firm
voice.
"Four spades!" retorted Mr
Hitchcock.
"Five spades," yelled Mr. Peter-
son, no longer any restraint in his
tone.
"Six " began Mr. Hitchcock,
and ducked, for Mr. Peterson was
reaching for the ink bottle.
A moment of scurrying followed;
then all was still.
"Six spades," taunted Mr. Hitch-
cock from under the couch. A crash
and a volley of shrieks answered
him. Mr. Peterson, the calm and
politic Mr. Peterson, had gone ber-
serk. For five minutes tea-cu- ps
and books played a tattoo upon the
walls. Mr. Peterson had just placed
his hand on the water-pitch- er when
the door burst open, and Dickie
Doolittle, his bosom heaving, en-
tered the room.
"Stop!" he said. Mr. Peterson
picked up a bridge lamp.
"Stop!" said Dickie. "I'm sorry
Kent made that mistake. I've come
to get that pinochle deck he sold
you a few moments ago!"
The bridge lamp descended, blot-
ting out the rest of the scene.
NOTED ALUMNUS HONORS
HILL WITH VISIT
Lawbreakers, libertines, Smith ad-
herents, malefactors, and especially
rum-runne- rs of the locality were
thrown into consternation recently
with the arrival in Gambier of John
Quincy Martin, Jr., special investi-
gator and sleuth extraordinary.
While Mr. Martin's visit was purely
a social one and not prompted by
any inside information concerning
the sins committed on the Hill, one
look at the official badge and Mr.
Martin's determined countenance
was enough to show several callous
sinners the error of their ways.
Mr. Martin, badge firmly intrench-
ed inside his dinner jacket, attend-
ed the Senior Hop and declared it
an eminent success. Between dances
the famous Cincinnati bloodhound
found time to' brand as infamous
lies the rumors that he has been
serving in the capacity of truant
officer or dog-catch- er. He is a "spe-
cial investigator." Having thus ex-
plained himself, "Smokey" contin-
ued on his way, and soon after,
without having made so much as
one arrest, returned to the impera-
tive calls of duty in Cincinnati.
A NEW SKATING RINK?
For many winters the skating
fever has entered the blood of Ken-yo- n
men, yet so far the only place
for such exercise has been the
small and inadequate natural pond
of the old mill in the country. Such
a small space will not permit
hockey or much fancy skating, es-
pecially since the wind-blow- n area
produces ice which is full of small
ridges and cracks. An urgent re-
quest has, therefore, been present-
ed to the Athletic Department by
a few men, soliciting the construc-
tion of a rink of satisfactory size
and quality for hockey and fancy
work.
Athletic Director Kutler has hesi-
tated in giving a definite answer to
such petitioning because of his
doubt that there is a sufficient num-
ber of men interested to warrant
any immediate action. The respon-
sibility, of course, now devolves en-
tirely upon the student body in
convincing those In authority of
the genuine advantage of the plan
and of the justifying popularity
which it would receive. Aside from
those on the basketball squad, there
is plenty of time for winter exer-
cise for the men on the Hill, and
judging from the demand voiced
in past years during the skating
season, the plan is one worthy of
whole-hearte- d support. Mr. Kut-
ler requests that those interested
make their desires felt, so that
some decision may be made with-
out unnecessary delay.
FOREIGN
WORK!
Like to travel does Romantic,
Wealthy South America call
you I Unusual opportunities
for young men. American em-
ployers pay fare and expenses.
Big pay write for Free Infor-
mation and instructions. "How
to Apply for Position." No ob-
ligations.
South American Service Bureau
14600 Alma Ave. Dept. C. P.
Detroit, Mich.
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INTRA-MURA- L VOLLEY BALL
Intra-mur- al Volley Ball for 1929
began in Rosse Hall on Monday,
January 14, and on the following
day the first round of the tourney
was completed, leaving four of the
original eight surviving. The first
game of the season was staged be-
tween Middle Kenyon and West
Wing, with the former defeating the
Dekes two games out of three. In
the next bracket Middle Leonard
triumphed over North Leonard in
a rather unusual set of three games
The first game went to the victors
15-- 6 while the second one was tak-
en by Psi U with the overwhelming
score of 15-- 2. The Delts, however,
staged a quick comeback and took
the third and deciding game 15-1- 0.
On Tuesday evening South Han-n- a
and South Leonard opened up
the fray which resulted in a two
to nothing victory for Sigma Pi, a
third game not being necessary.
The first game went to them 15-- 6,
but the Beta team put up a better
fight in the next game, and after
leading up to the very last, was de-
feated 15-1- 3.
The concluding game in the first
round was between North Hanna
and East Wing. North Hanna took
the set two to nothing after a hard
struggle to win the first game 15-1- 4.
The second and last game, however,
was easy, and they finished 15-- 4.
The four remaining undefeated
teams at that point were those rep-
resenting Middle Kenyon, Delta
Tau Delta, Sigma Pi, and Zeta Al-
pha.
MRS. PEIRCE GIVES
MILITARY BRIDGE
Mrs. Peirce entertained a number
of wives of faculty members and a
group of the seniors at a Military
Bridge tournament at Cromwell Cot-
tage on the evening of Wednesday,
January 16.
On that same evening the moving
picture people from Columbus were
in Gambier taking pictures of typi-
cal scenes at the college and around
Gambier. No more enjoyable or typ-
ical scene could have been found
than that of a bridge party at the
Peirces'. And so, quite appropriate-
ly, the cameramen showed up at
Cromwell Cottage during the party,
set up their apparatus, and took
several shots of the gathering.
In the campaign that was carried
on at the bridge tables, Dr. Peirce
and Joe Marco emerged victorious. A
general peace treaty went into effect
and military operations were sus-
pended immediately on the arrival
of refreshments, which concluded
the evening's entertainment.
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INTRAL-MURA- L SOCCER
A great deal of Interest was
aroused this year with the innova-
tion of soccer as one of the regular
intra-mur- al competitions. This game
was practically unknown to all but a
very few of the students, but after
several weeks practice with the gym
classes each of the divisions put a
team on the field which did them
credit.
An elimination tournament was
held which terminated on Tuesday,
January 22, with a victory for South
Leonard over Middle Leonard in the
finals.
The scoring was small in most of
the games and the goals were care-ful- y
guarded. In the opening round
of the tournament the Betas beat
the Dekes 2-- 0, Delta Tau won from
Middle Kenyon 1-- 0, and the Alpha
Delits were victorious over Psi U,
2-- 0. After three overtime periods
neither North Hanna nor South
Hanna were able to score, so a flip
of the coin decided that Zeta Alpha
should advance to the next round.
The first game of the semi-fina- ls
was between South Leonard and
North Hanna. The opening half
close and neither team scored al-
though both threatened at several
times. In the final period, however,
the Betas cut loose and scored four
fast points, taking the game 4-- 0.
Immediately following that game
came the one between Alpha Delt
and Delta Tau which ended in a
scoreless tie. In the overtime period,
though, the latter team carried the
ball through the goal posts in the
last minute of play to win 1-- 0.
The following day the finals were
played between Delta Tau and Beta.
This game proved to be the "fastest
and by far the most interesting of
any in the tournament. The Middle
Leonard goal guard played a splen-
did game and successfully repulsed
the onslaughts of his opponents in
the first half, which ended without
score. At the opening of the second
half the game was as fast as it had
been at the outset.
With five minutes to play, South
Leonard took the ball down the field
with nice team work for the only
score of the afternoon.
The Beta Division will receive the
first soccer trophy to be given at
Kenyon.
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BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
(Continued from Page One)
points is the very least each couple
should play. At the end of that time
the run of the cards has become
more or less even, and it remains
only for superior ability to conquer.
In other words, lucky holding has
been reduced almost to a minimum.
Athletic Director Kutler, under
whose direction the tournament may
be expected to reach a successful
conclusion, is still open for further
suggestions as to how the affair
might be conducted.
In the meantime, the Faculty,
aware of an undergraduate sortie
into the realm of higher things, is
making its own plans to defend the
fort against the adventurers. Under
the guidance of Mr. Ashford, they
are planning a tournament of their
own to determine the team or teams
who will battle the student paladins
for the Championship of Kenyon
College. While their own plans are
equally vague and uncertain, it is
understood that they plan a dupli-
cate bride elimination tournament,
this method having been proved the
surest measure of a player's ability.
Nothing, of course, can be settled
until the commencement of the new
semester; but it is expected that by
that time things will have been ar-
ranged so that once more students
may view their own representatives
matching wits on the field of battle
with the champions of another
cause.
The undergraduate tournament,
itself, is expected to fulfill a long-fe- lt
need at Kenyon by establishing
more amicable social relations be-
tween members of the various divis-
ions. For a number of years inti-
mate connections have only been es-
tablished through the medium of the
basketball court or the baseball
field; the advent of the intra-mur- al
bridge tournament, however, should
go a long way toward making life
more bearable in this rustic wilder-
ness of ours.
"Say it with
Flowers"
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KUTLER INAUGURATES
NEW GAME AT KENYON
Students Are Much Interested
In Soccer
A new sport has recently been in-
troduced to the Hill which is be-
coming more popular daily, and
which threatens to unseat some of
the old favorites before very long.
The sport referred to is soccer, a
game that has been played with a
gtreat deal of enthusiasm and which
has been developed to a high de-
gree of skill by most of the eastern
colleges and universities during the
past decade. ' Many cities in the
middle west, Akron and Cleveland,
for example, have become soccer
enthusiasts, and are backing nu-
merous amateur and professional
teams in their localities.
The game comes to Kenyon late,
but since Rudy Kutler first set his
gym classes to learning and play-
ing soccer a few weeks ago it has
made a number of converts. Sev-
eral afternoons a week it is pos-
sible to see a howling mob on Ben-
son Field in full hue and cry after
a soccer ball.
An intra-mur- al soccer tourna-
ment has been planned and the
schedule made out. This tourna-
ment will be played off from time
to time during the winter months,
and the winning division will re-
ceive a loving cup in token of its
achievement. Already one of these
contests have been played, and
while it cannot be said that every
one concerned was thoroughly sat-
isfied with the results, it may cer-
tainly be said that all the partici-
pants enjoyed themselves immense-
ly.
Soccer, as well as being a highly
enjoyable game .in itself, is one of
the best conditioners for other
sports that can be conceived of. A
player must be constantly on the
move, and the forwards have to be
running most of the time. Further-
more, it is a sport which requires
an extraordinary amount of speed
and skill if one plays it properly. It
certainly deserves the popularity
which it seems to be getting at
Kenyon, and there is no reason
why, in the near future, it should
not be made a recognized sport
here, with a team to represent the
school in competition with the
many soccer teams in the northern
part of Ohio.
ASHLAND WINS FIRST GAME
The Kenyon quintet lost the ini-
tial game of the season, Dec. 15, to
Ashland, 46 to 25. The contest was
very slow, and for the most part
both teams showing a decided lack
Of team work. Team-mat- es looked
upon each other as total strangers
and displayed a tendency to tuck
the ball under an arm and run with
it.
Ashland led 22 to 10 at the half,
but in no way showed a superiority
of twelve points over the Kenyon
team by their style of play. Wilk,
center for Ashland, seemed to be
the hardest man to stop. The thin
boy pushed the ball through the
hoop six times, and dropped in three
fouls for a total of fifteen points.
Robinson, acting captain for the
home team, showed best for the pur-
ple.
Roe started at right forward with
Evans substituting. .McElroy held
down the left forward Job, later be-
ing shifted to right forward in place
of Evans. Scherr and Baltzell al-
ternated at center in an endeavor to
stop Wike. Hall started at right
guard; Cuff substituted in the sec-
ond half. Robinson took left guard.
Kenyon Ashland
Roe RF Laersch..
McElroy LF M. Johnston
Scherr c Wike
HaU RG Erb
Robinson LO Warstler
KENYON LOSES
TO OTTERBEIN
Otterbein was the cause of the
second downfall of the Kenyon bas-ketball- ers
on January 8. Gambier
watched while Otterbein's slow team
scored 46 points against the 31
points of an even slower Kenyon
outfit.
Coach Evans started with an en-
tirely new line up. Walling played
in the right forward position, with
Knecht taking the other forward.
Lyman jumped center, Cuff took
Robinson's place at right guard
when the latter went out on fouls.
Baltzell and McElroy alternated at
left guard.
Inability to hit the basket seemed
to be the main cause for Kenyon's
losing. Otterbein garnered many
more points than they were entitled
to. Many times the visitors sunk
baskets shot out of sheer nervous
ness.
Walling won honors of the evening
for number of points scored, totaling
six baskets and three fouls.
Lineup:
Kenyon Otterbein
Walling RF Gibson
Knecht LF Bazely
Lyman -- C Robertson
Robinson RG Truley
Baltzell LG Steimer
KENYON DROPS ANOTHER
TO MUSKINGUM
After leading at the half, 16 to 14,
Kenyon lost the third game of the
season to Muskingum, Jan. 11, 32 to
22. Kenyon had the better team at
the start of the game, but once over-
hauled, it lost the ability to pass
within easy distance of the basket.
The long tries from the middle of
the floor failed to connect.
The game was played at Mus-
kingum the night of Jan. 11. The
following night the team traveled to
Marietta.
Lineup.
Kenyon Muskingum
Walling RF Bell
Knecht LF Bikle
Lyman C Calhoun
Robinson RG McConagha
Baltzell LG Leeper
OHIO NORTHERN WINS IN
LAST MINUTE OF PLAY
Thursday, Jan. 17, Kenyon drop-
ped a heartbreaking midnight con-
test to Ohio Northern, 30 to 27. The
purple five led by one point, 27-2- 6,
till the last two minutes of play. An
overhead shot quickly followed by
a one-hand- ed heaVe gave the vic-
tory to Northern.
The game was scheduled to start
at eight o'clock, but the spasmodic
lighting system now in vogue on the
Hill gave up completely. It was
three and a half hours later when
the game started. Most of the team
had gone to the Bakery and had
put away a couple of sandwiches and
a cup of coffee apiece when the an-
nouncement was made that there
would be a game after all. The
slightly overweight team came back
Roberts, Harpster&Co.
Wholesale ui4 Retail
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AND IMPLEMENTS
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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and the spectators filed in with
coats over pajamas.
Due to the absence of several
players Coach Evans sent in an en-
tire second string outfit. The men
that started the game played as well,
if not better, than the regular team.
During the first few minutes of play
Kenyon looked twice as good as
Northern, and it appeared as if the
visitors would be trailing by ten
points or so at the half. Ohio
Northern pulled out of the slump
when Long and Monnott sent the
ball through the loop several times
to put their team out in front.
Brown, left forward for Kenyon,
not to be out done, stuck four good
ones through the iron in four tries.
When the gun announced the end of
the first half, Kenyon was one point
to the good, 14-1- 3.
The second period was nip and
tuck all the way. Knecht dribbled
in through both Northern guards in
the last minutes of play and sunk
one that gave Kenyon a one point
lead. From then on it was a sad
story. All the Kenyon boys had to
do was to sit on the ball for two
minutes and the game would have
been ours, but they elected to throw
it over the back-boar- d a couple of
times in their excitement, and boot
it out of bounds, each time putting
the sphere in Ohio Northern's pos-
session. A long shot from mid-flo- or
took away Kenyon's lead. Northern
cinched the game by sinking an-
other long one just before the final
gun.
Line-u- p Northern Game:
Kenyon Ohio Northern
McElroy R.F Nussbaum
Knecht Brown
Evans
Hall L.F Monnott
Brown Spejack
Robinson C Long
Lyman
Cuff R.G Kattman
Baltzell L.G. Daily
Hall Stickles
WOOSTER GAME
Saturday, Jan. 20, Kenyon took a
trip to Wooster where it met a team
that is perhaps the toughest in the
Ohio Conference. It was more or
less a practice game for Wooster, for
they used two different teams. One
was as good as the other, by the
way.
At the half, Kenyon trailed, 21-- 7.
There is not much else to say ex-
cept that Wooster's team was made
up of experienced veterans that were
too good for Kenyon's green team to
keep up with. The men from the
hilltop kept plugging; they did their
best, but it wasn't enough.
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The game ended with Wooster in
the lead, 48-2- 0.
Kenyon Wooster
Walling R.F D. Query
Knecht Miller
Brown L.F W. Queryy
Evans Martz
Lyman C Hudson
Robinson R.G Beeler
Hall Sage
Baltzell L.G McConihe
...Y Y tlE c-m-- etao shrdlu
MARIETTA WINS
Kenyon journeyed to Marietta
Jan. 12, just in time to lose a bas-
ketball game. The boys played the
same kind of ball and lost with
exactly the same score as on the
preceeding night at Muskingum.
The final count being, 32 to 22. Not
only was the final score the same,
but the boys from Gambier town
were two points to the good at the
half, as on the preceeding night. At
any rate this disproves the fact
that the Kenyon basketball team
is a front runner.
Robinson was particularly effec-
tive with his long shots from the
middle of the floor. He sunk four
out of six tries and put three
through in quick succession from
mid-floo- r.
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Kenyon Marietta
Evans RF Trott
Evans RF Trott
Knecht LF Penrose
Lyman C Wittekind
Robinson RG Porter
Baltzell LG Kennedy
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